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RAeS Hamburg visit to
Lufttransportgeschwader (Air Transport

Wing) LTG62 in Wunstorf

Dear Members and Friends of the RAeS Hamburg Branch,

On Thursday, 8 November the

Hamburg Branch is planning a full-day

visit to LTG 62 in Wunstorf. Highlights

will be a visit to the A400M and the

TGLW Ju-52 Halle. 

Following the visit and if time is

available, we will also stop at the

Luftfahrtmuseum Hannover in Laatzen.

A draft itinerary of the trip is given

below.

Full details of the visit have not yet been finalised but we plan to hire a bus which will

leave Hamburg Altona ZOB at 07:00 with a pick-up stop south of the Elbe (possibly

Marmstorf) and arriving in Wunstorf at 09:30. We plan to be back in Hamburg by 19:30

latest with an intermediate stop south of the Elbe.

Participation will be limited to 30 people.

The programme for the day is

07:00 Depart Altona ZOB

09:30 Arrive Wunstorf 

10.00 Welcome and Introduction to the Squadron 

11.00 Visit to the A400M (details depend on aircraft availability) 

12.00 Lunch in the canteen

13.00 Visit to the Ju-52 Hangar 

14:30 Depart Wunstorf 
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15:30 Visit to Luftfahrtmuseum Hannover-Laatzen 

17:00 Depart Laatzen

19:30 Arrive Altona ZOB

 

Costs

Assuming that we can fill the bus, the cost will be about 50€ per person. This includes the

bus, all the visits and lunch.

Please note that you don't have to be an RAeS member to participate. All are

welcome.

Before we finalise details we would like to know how much interest there is in this visit so if

you would be interested in coming, please fill out the register form below or send a mail to

events@raes-hamburg.de. Note that there is no commitment at this stage.

Best regards

Richard Sanderson MRAeS

Programme Secretary, 

Royal Aeronautical Society, Hamburg Branch  

 

Feldstrasse 5

21641 Apensen
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